(o --< a < p) in U. The class P(p,a) was introduced by Patil and 
We shall need the following lemma in our investigation:
LEMMA Next suppose that the result is true for m=q-l.
For m=l the lemma is obvious.
We have This completes the proof of (2.2). This proof is based on a technique found in Clunie [4] . (2) Setting B=I, A=-I and p=l in Theorem I, we get the result of Libera [5] . (3) Setting B=I, A=-I, p=l and a=0 in Theorem I, we get the result of Zamorski [6] . (4) Setting B=I, A=-I, p=l and %=0 in Theorem I, we get the result of Robertson [7] and Schild [8] . . bk zk c . ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. In conclusion, I would like to thank Prof. Dr. D. K. Thomas for his kind encouragement and helpful guidance in preparing this paper.
